. Summary of relationships between the datasets and their use in training and testing the algorithms XANNpred-PDB and XANNpred-SG. More details of individual datasets are given in Table S1 and in the main manuscript (Methods).
. Performance over Hybrid Blind Test Dataset HTEST-SG. Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) curves for XANNpred-SG XtalPred, OB-Score, PXS and ParCrys over HTEST-SG. Areas under the ROC curves are given in the bottom right-hand corner. This figure was generated using the R package 48 . Section S2: Feature Scaling In order for the data to be presented to the neural network, each feature was scaled. Table S2 summarises the features chosen and ranges used for scaling. Scaling was done according to Equation 1 for all features except for the amino acid and dipeptide frequencies.
Where: S is the scaled parameter value r is the raw parameter value m is the minimum observed parameter value in the training data x is the maximum observed parameter value in the training data 
Section S3: Conversion Of XtalPred Classes for Receiver Operator Characteristic Analysis
For the purpose of Receiver Operator Characteristic (ROC) analysis, the five XtalPred classes were translated into scores on a one to five scale where the most crystallisable 'Optimal' class scored 5 through to the least crystallisable 'Very difficult' class that had a score of one.
